
Speech and Language Online Chat Session 

This Online Chat session is for applicants interested in studying our BSc Speech and 

Language Therapy and BSc Speech and Language Science courses. The session will be 

run by current students and academic staff, giving you the opportunity to ask 

questions about your chosen course and life at City, University of London. As this is a 

typed chat group session, you will be able to see the answers to questions asked by 

other applicants. 

• 

Thank you for joining us for today's Online Chat session. This session is for applicants to our our BSc Speech and 

Language Therapy and BSc Speech and Language Science courses. This session runs from 16:30 - 17:30 (GMT). This is 

an open chat session for you to ask any questions you have regarding these courses and life at City, University of 

London. During the session we may also share videos, polls or documents relating to you course. 

To ask a question, please type it in the chat box. Your question will not post straight away- it will be sent to our 

Moderators who will type an answer back. Once their answer is complete, it will be published with you question. 

Please be patient as it might take some time for us to respond to your question. 

What kind of placements do you do for the course? 

Hi everyone. My name is Meg and I work in the Marketing department at City- looking forward to helping answer your 

questions today. 

Hello! My name is Rachel and I am in Year 3 of the 4 Year BSc Speech and Language Therapy degree. I am also running 

the SL T Society here at City so I organise events, bringing in external speakers etc. I look forward to speaking with you 

and answering any questions you may have. 

Hello all, my name is Maryam. Thank you for joining our live chat session for those interested in Speech and Language 

Therapy/Science. I am a 3rd year Speech and Language Therapy student, currently on placement in a secondary 

special school. At university, I am involved in writing blog posts for the School of Health Sciences, and am the current 

finance manager for the Speech and Language Therapy society. I look forward to answering your questions! 

What is the biggest difference between speech and language therapy and the science ? 

Hi, I applied to study speech and language science but since applying and being successful in doing so I have realised I 

would much rather study the direct three year Speech and Language Therapy course ... how possible would it be for 

me to transfer if i enrol at City ? 

Hi, Can I check whether you mean that you have applied to start in 2019? 

Hi everyone, I'm Susan, I work in the marketing department at City and I'm looking forward to helping to answer your 

questions. 

Oh yes! Can i ask how and will students be given clinical experiences ever since the first year? 
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Hi there, I was wondering as it is a requirement for the course to get a DBS, how would I be able to get one? 

Hi!! Over the three years, what kind of placements do you offer? 

Hi everyone, I am Rebecca from the Admissions Team. Happy to help with your queries. 

Hi there, I was wondering as it is a requirement for the course to get a DBS, how would I be able to get one? 

Hi , you would be required to have a DBS check. We arrange that here for you just before you start. 

I have sadly already submitted my application and applied to 4 other universities in addition to city so I'm not actually 

able to apply to the SL T course 

Hi there, I was wondering when we are mostly likely to start hearing back from the university regarding offers ? 

What kind of placements do you do for the course? 

Hi , 

At the moment, I have a weekly placement (every Monday) with an Early Years Service in South London. I am based at 

a clinic and we see children 0-5 years with their parents. This summer, I will have a block placement (3 days a week for 

4 weeks) and this will be with adults. Last year, my weekly placement was at a specialist school for children age 7 -16 

years old with primary Speech, Language and Communication needs (Down Syndrome, Epilepsy, Fetal Alcohol 

Syndrome). Last summer my block placement was with an NHS mainstream schools team, and we went into schools 

and saw all the children with EHCPs. 

Hi!! Over the three years, what kind of placements do you offer? 

Hi , Rachel is just replying to your question above. We have placements all over the lifespan but Rachel will explain 

where she was assigned in further detail.:) 

Oh yes! Can i ask how and will students be given clinical experiences ever since the first year? 

Students do have a clinical placement in their first year. 

What is the biggest difference between speech and language therapy and the science ? 

Speech and Language Therapy is a CLINICAL course, qualifying graduates to practice as clinicians. In addition to the 

BSc Honours degree, graduates are recognised by the Royal College of Speech & Language Therapists and may apply 

for membership of the Health Care Professionals Council (HCPC}. The Speech & Language Science course has similar 

academic content to the therapy course - plus some specialist modules - but does not include clinical placements, or 

clinical related courses. Graduates have a wider range of avenues to follow after they graduate or they may transfer to 

the MSc in Speech & Language Therapy if they achieve a 2:1 class degree 

Hello. I have applied for the bsc sit course and wanted to know what the main purpose and benefit of doing the 4th 

year MSL T would be vs. the three year course 



Hi there, I was wondering when we are mostly likely to start hearing back from the university regarding offers ? 

Hi, an email was sent to you recently regarding some qualifications. 

How many clinical placements would we have each year? 

Can i know more about the Module: Professional Studies A and B ?  

Hi there, I was wondering when we are mostly likely to start hearing back from the university regarding offers ? 

Did you apply for the BSc or MSc Speech & Language Therapy course? Have you been invited to interview? 

I have sadly already submitted my application and applied to 4 other universities in addition to city so I'm not 

actually able to apply to the SL T course 

That is a shame. However, you could apply to us through clearing if we are open. Otherwise, the best option would 

be to accept the SLS offer and then transfer to SL T 

once you arrive at City. 

I have sadly already submitted my application and applied to 4 other universities in addition to city so I'm not 

actually able to apply to the SL T course 

Please clarify your question. 

Hello everyone, what has been the most challenging moment during the course? 

Thank you!! I'm assuming an interview is needed before a conditional/unconditional offer is made? 

Hi Allen, I applied to the BSc course, no I haven't yet been invited, should I be concerned ? 

Can i know more about the Module: Professional Studies A and B ?  

Hi , thank you for joining us on this chat. The professional studies modules refers to learning about the skills that 

actually prepare us for the job as Speech and Language Therapists, for example setting appropriate goals for our 

clients. This module also gives us the space to discuss our placements with a group of students on your course. It is a 

great space to learn from others. I hope this answers your questions! 

Hello. I have applied for the bsc sit course and wanted to know what the main purpose and benefit of doing the 4th 

year MSL T would be vs. the three year course 

Hello. We are providing this option as some students are very keen to have a Master level qualification rather than a 

Bachelor level. The MSL T allows students to graduate with a Master level qualification and still register with the HCPC. 

The fourth year will allow students to consolidate knowledge and take advanced level modules. 

Hi Allen, I applied to the BSc course, no I haven't yet been invited, should I be concerned ? 

Hi can you email health@city.ac.uk and we can look into this for you. 
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Hi, now I am studing foundation at into manchester and I submitted my application. Are you going to concider my 

application as I have the foundation year from Into Manchester? 

Hello everyone, what has been the most challenging moment during the course? 

Hi, good question! For me, one of the challenges was my first NHS placement, which was three days a week for 4 

weeks. It was the first time that I had had to write clinical notes and each note took me so long! But I learnt fast and I 

was on a paired placement and my peer was really supportive. It was good practice to strengthen my skills and now I 

am confident writing notes. 

Thankyou!! I'm assuming an interview is needed before a conditional/unconditional offer is made? 

Hi - an interview would be required before any offer is made. 

Hi, now I am studing foundation at into manchester and I submitted my application. Are you going to concider my 

application as I have the foundation year from Into Manchester? 

Hi , can you email health@city.ac.uk and we can look into this for you 

Hello. I have applied for the bsc sit course and wanted to know what the main purpose and benefit of doing the 4th 

year MSL T would be vs. the three year course 

Both the BSc and MSc speech and language therapy courses are accredited by the Royal College of Speech & 

Language Therapists, and graduates from either course is licenced to practice. The courses cover similar content but 

the MSc is more intensive. It may be that further down the line as a practicing Speech & Language Therapist, an MSc 

may expedite promotion. If you wishes to practice abroad, there are certain countries that only recognise the MSc. 

But in truth, I think that the advantage is minimal. 

Thank you Maryam! I was wondering if it could be related to public health. 

For clinical assessment, would there be something like OSCE for medical students? 

How many clinical placements would we have each year? 

Hi, in BScl you will have a clinical block placement in the summer term. In the subsequent years, you will have one 

day a week on clinical placement for the autumn and spring term and a block placement at the end of the summer 

term. 

Rachel, thank you for your response. 

How prepared do you feel during your placements? Do you feel like once you graduate you will know/have an idea of 

what you need to do with patients in the future?? 

Do the placements vary in age? I've seen first hand SLT with elderly patients, wondering if you do that? 
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Hello, do the work placements offer opportunities to work with a range of age groups and are they allocated to the 

students? I have some limited experience working with children with communication difficulties but have not worked 

with adults before. 

Hi  , I was wondering what the schedule for a Speech and Language therapy student looks like. Like how many days 

of placement and going in to the university 

How many hours of lectures do students typically have each week throughout the course? 

hi! what is a typical lecture like? 

sorry to ask another question but are there any requirements I would have to meet in order to transfer from SLS to 

SLT?:) 

For clinical assessment, would there be something like OSCE for medical students? 

For the clinical assessment we have something called a Viva where we take a video of a client that we see on 

placement and discuss them in front of university tutors. We also have live visits where tutors come and visit us to 

observe - but this is not formally assessed. In the final year we also have an assessment that involves watching an 

unseen client. Great question! 

Hey there, typically what would you do on a daily basis during placement? Is there any paper work involved, and also 

what ages do you work with 

Hi, does the speech and language sciences course offer any placements or is that just the therapy course? I didn't have 

the entry requirements for the therapy course but would love to get some hands on experience. If it doesn't offer any 

placements would it be worth trying to find some for myself? 

What happens if you don't do well in one of the placements? 

How many points required to study BSc? and I am studing English academic purpose insteed of lelts score, I want to 

know the require grade for that .. Thank you. 



sorry to ask another question but are there any requirements I would have to meet in order to transfer from SLS to 

SLT?:) 

Hi - Please see the link to the SL T course for the course entry requirements. 

https://www.city.ac.uk/courses/undergraduate/speech-therapy 

Speech and Language Therapy 

The Speech and Language Therapy BSc degree leads to work in a challenging and varied field - learn more about 

studying speech and language therapy here. 

Do the placements vary in age? I've seen first hand SLTwith elderly patients, wondering if you do that? 

Placements definitely vary in age, there are placements from new born babies to elderly patients. You will have an 

adult placement during your time here. Hope this answers your question! 

At what stage will we begin to hear back as to whether we have been successful/unsuccessful and invited to interview? 

How prepared do you feel during your placements? Do you feel like once you graduate you will know/have an idea of 

what you need to do with patients in the future?? 

Hi, the Clinical Placement team allocate our placements and they try to ensure that we gain clinical experience with a 

range of client groups. I feel prepared to work with some client groups (early years, mainstream school case load, 

special schools) however I have not had any placement with other client groups (e.g. stammering) so I have been 

volunteering at the Michael Palin Centre for stammering to get experience with this group because I am particularly 

interested in working with children who stammer. However, there are lots of skills that are transferable across client 

groups (e.g. information gathering, assessment, goal-setting, working with families, outcome measurement) so I feel 

prepared to work with most clients. 

Is there any ability to transfer to the therapy course if you do well during the science course? 

sorry to ask another question but are there any requirements I would have to meet in order to transfer from SLS to 

SLT?:) 

We can also have a look at your application If you could please email health@city.ac.uk and we can let you know. 

Hi I was wondering what the schedule for a Speech and Language therapy student looks like. Like how many days 

of placement and going in to the university 

Currently I am in my third year and I have 3 days at university for lectures and 1 day a week on placement. It depends 

on the year of the course, but Speech and Language Therapy will require quite a lot of contact hours. I hope this 

answers your question! 

Hi there, I was just wondering roughly how many students are there in the course, and more specifically how many 

international students. :) 



• Hi Rebecca I have actually already emailed this address asking for city to do so 

Hello, I was wondering if I'll be offered an interview even though my GSCE results stand pending. I also I'm a BSc 

psychology graduate for the Open university. 

How many points required to study BSc? and I am studing English academic purpose insteed of lelts score, I want to 

know the require grade for that .. Thank you. 

Are you taking an IGCSE? 

Would SL T practice differ when communicating with different patient who speaks different languages? 

Hey there, typically what would you do on a daily basis during placement? Is there any paper work involved, and also 

what ages do you work with 

Hi, we have placements with a range of client groups, all ages. I have had placements with early years (OS), primary 

school and secondary school age children. On a daily basis, we assess clients, plan intervention, deliver intervention, 

meet with other members of the team (teachers, parents etc). 

What happens if you don't do well in one of the placements? 

We have lots of support in place for our clinical placements to help you develop the skills you need. You have a 

clinical tutor here at City and you have a practice educator out with you on placement. 

At what stage will we begin to hear back as to whether we have been successful/unsuccessful and invited to 

interview? 

As soon as a decision has been made by the Admissions tutors we will let you know as soon as possible after interview. 

When we will find out if we are invited to interview? 

Is there any ability to transfer to the therapy course if you do well during the science course? 

Hi, if you achieve a 2.1 on the SLS course, you can apply for a place on our MSc SL T course. We often have students 

who do this. 

How many hours of lectures do students typically have each week throughout the course? 

Currently I have around 12 hours of lectures per week, but this varies on the year of study you are in. You can have a 

look at our timetables here: https://sws.city.ac.uk/tt1819/default.aspx to see what your week might look like if you 

decide to study here. I hope this answers your question! 

Hi Rebecca I have actually already emailed this address asking for city to do so 

Hi, thanks for letting us know. We will look into this for you and reply to your query 

Do you feel supported by the tutors and placement tutors? 



Hi there, I was just wondering roughly how many students are there in the course, and more specifically how many 

international students.:) 

We usually have around 45 BSc students. The numbers of international students can vary but often around 5. 

hi! what is a typical lecture like? 

This will depend upon the subject, and of course, on the lecturer. I lecture on (Acoustic) Phonetics, and also in parts of 

the Biomedical Sciences Anatomy & Physiology course, part of the Speech Development course, and (for Speech & 

Language Science) on Forensic Phonetics. The size of the student group varies from a dozen to around 160; it may be 

in a fairly ordinary room or in a formal lecture theatre with tiered seating. A tend to stride about at the front and I 

generally use a white board and Powerpoint slides. As this would become dull after a while, I include as many 

practical demonstrations as possible: experiments involving sound, demonstrations of 3D models of the vocal tract, 

anatomical models etc. Since we all have the tendency to be passive in this context, I try to encourage students to 

answer questions, and repeat endlessly that there is no such thing as a the stupid question. Attendance at my 

Phonetics Ear-training lectures is close to 100%, and I flatter myself that the students are enjoying the experience as 

much as I am! 

Hello, do the work placements offer opportunities to work with a range of age groups and are they allocated to the 

students? I have some limited experience working with children with communication difficulties but have not worked 

with adults before. 

Hi, the Clinical Placement team allocate our placements and they try to ensure that we gain clinical experience with 

a range of client groups. Every SL T student will have an adult placement at some point on the course. I will have 

mine this summer (3 days a week for 4 weeks). 

I haven't been offered to come in for a interview ? Should I be worried or is the university still sending out invites ? 

When we will find out if we are invited to interview? 

Hi, As soon as we have assessed your application. We will invite applicants to next scheduled interview date. 

Do you feel supported by the tutors and placement tutors? 

Yes, I definitely feel supported by tutors and placement tutors (who we call placement educators). Every two weeks 

we have a tutorial where we are able to discuss our placements, and our clinical tutors are always available to answer 

our emails. On placement, we have supervision with our placement educators. 

Hi all. I received a conditional offer from city but I don't think I will be anywhere near the grades they want me to get. 

However, I am a mature student with relevant work experience directly related to speech and language therapy field. 

So my question is, do you think its possible for me to be offered a place based on experience, during clearing? 

I haven't been offered to come in for a interview ? Should I be worried or is the university still sending out invites ? Hi 

Thanks for letting me know. I will look into this for you and come back to you this evening. 

Thank you Dr Fiona! So is there no potential way to transfer mid-course? 

Shall we email the email you out earlier if we haven't already been offered for an interview Rebecca? 



I haven't been offered to come in for a interview ? Should I be worried or is the university still sending out invites ? 

Hi - Could you please let me know you UCAS ID no. Thanks. 

Thankyou Rachel and Maryam for your answers. I am considering taking a course in BSL or possibly Makaton or sign 

along for children prior to beginning my university journey, Is there one of these in particular you would recommend 

with a view to working in speech and language therapy in the future? 

Would we be given an opportunity to participate in NGO such as men cap or giving voice as an exposure to raise 

awareness about Speech and Language disorders? 

Hi, does the speech and language sciences course offer any placements or is that just the therapy course? I didn't 

have the entry requirements for the therapy course but would love to get some hands on experience. If it doesn't 

offer any placements would it be worth trying to find some for myself? 

The Speech & Language Science course does not include clinical placements. (Apart from anything else one needs to 

have all the necessary vaccinations and 'disclosure and barring service' clearance (no criminal records etc). Of course, 

aspiring students shadow therapists to see what is involved in the profession and you should try at a local 

clinic/hospital/school. This may be hand off experience rather than hands on, but one has to start somewhere. By 

how far did you miss the grades? If you really want something, you should try and try again! 

Hi all. I received a conditional offer from city but I don't think I will be anywhere near the grades they want me to get. 

However, I am a mature student with relevant work experience directly related to speech and language therapy field. 

So my question is, do you think its possible for me to be offered a place based on experience, during clearing? 

Hi, we sometimes lower our expected grades by 1 grade in clearing. It would depend how much you miss the grades 

by. Our entry requirements are set with the HCPC. Is it your A-Level grades that you are referring to? 

Do you feel like the placement and the range of experience has prepared you for jobs? 

Would we be given an opportunity to participate in NGO such as mencap or giving voice as an exposure to raise 

awareness about Speech and Language disorders? 

Hi, if you want to volunteer in your spare time whilst at university you are able to reach out and contact the charities 

independently. Sometimes we are emailed volunteering opportunities from the university as well. I am sure the 

charities will be more than happy to take you on:) 

Thank you Dr Fiona! So is there no potential way to transfer mid-course? 

Unfortunately, you can't transfer mid-course because you wouldn't have completed the required hours of clinical 

placements specified by the HCPC. Importantly, you wouldn't have taken the professional studies modules as these 

are only taken by SL T students and not SLS students. 

Thankyou Rachel and Maryam for your answers. I am considering taking a course in BSL or possibly Makaton or sign 

along for children prior to beginning my university journey, Is there one of these in particular you would recommend 

with a view to working in speech and language therapy in the future? 

Hi, great idea! In my first year I did the Foundation Level Makaton Course with Sally Morgan here at City and it was 

very helpful because my placement in Year 2 was at a special school which used Makaton. On my current Early Years 

placement, I also use Makaton. 

Some of my peers are doing BSL courses, which is helpful if you want to work with the deaf community. 



Maryam, one of our ambassadors in this chat, currently writes a regular blog about her experiences studying Speech 

and Language at City. Make sure you check it out: https://blogs.city.ac.uk/slt2017 / 

When the canteen no longer sparks joyPsychology & Speech and Language Therapy: What else do they have in 

common, other than rhyming?The Student Experience Dealing with Interview QuestionsWake me up When 

September EndsThe Start of Something New ... lndependent StudyThe NHS - My Medical SaviourThe Summer 

Before Starting University 

Are you sick of eating pot noodles for lunch every day, or bringing your leftovers only having to wait ages in the 

microwave queue? Does the chicken katsu no longer spark joy in your life? Well then here are some restaurant 

options for you around university: 

Hi Fiona, thanks for replying. No its an access course for health and science, although I am doing very well in all the 

science units, the sociology grades are at merits. please what do you mean by 'l grade'? 

Hi Sorry, I was referring to A-Level grades. I will let Allen, who is the BSc admissions tutor, respond about Access 

course requirements. 

Do you feel like the placement and the range of experience has prepared you for jobs? 

I do not feel prepared for jobs as of yet, but I still have 1.5 years left on the course! I am constantly learning and 

improving my clinical skills whilst on placement and I feel placements will prepare for a future job :) 

Thankyou Rachel and Maryam for your answers. I am considering taking a course in BSL or possibly Makaton or sign 

along for children prior to beginning my university journey, Is there one of these in particular you would recommend 

with a view to working in speech and language therapy in the future? 

One of our other current Speech and Language Therapy students, Sophie, has written a brief blog about taking a BSL 

course: https://blogs.city.ac.uk/slt2015/2018/08/20/summer-break-not-but-in-a-good-way/ 

Summer Break (not) .... but In a Good Way 

Hooray for summer. It is august, the temperature is approximately hotter than the sun and I am enjoying spending 

mornings at the lido/eating ice cream/pretending that I'm not melting/doing boring adult things like worrying about 

my new flowers in the garden. And I have time to do these things because third year is done. Exams went pretty well 

and I even got a prize (which was a lovely, emotional surprise). I've started volunteering at my local hospice and am 

managing to squeeze in some time to work 

Great thankyou, that's helpful and good to know there are opportunities to explore this further at the university. 



Would SL T practice differ when communicating with different patient who speaks different languages? 

There are scores of languages spoken in cities around the country and issues such as bilingualism are very live issues 

to my students in clinic. Clearly, when working on speech in different languages one is dealing with different sound 

structures, but our students learn the International Phonetics Alphabet (IPA) which covers all the sounds of the 6000 

languages in the world! They need to be able to produce the sounds on the IPA - and to discriminate between them 

perceptually. The Department has a long-standing connection with a clinic in Cambodia, demonstrating that our 

graduates can contribute in language environments even when they do not speak the relevant language. If you are 

considering working outside the UK, you also need to consider whether you would have the professional licence to 

work abroad. Even working in English, one cannot simply practice in Australia, the States or South Africa. 

Hello. How are placements arranged, are we expected to do this independently? 

Hello, the Clinical Placement team at City allocate all of our placements and they try to ensure that we gain clinical 

experience with a range of client groups. Before every placement we complete a clinical data preferences form in 

which we provide information on our previous experience and placement and any personal circumstances which are 

relevant. 

The Clinical Placements team can consider a placement that you have sought yourself, however there are 

requirements, for example, your Practice Educator (supervisor), must have completed the City University Practice 

Educator training in the last three years. 

Thanks Allen! I was one grade off unfortunately!:( I will definitely try to start somewhere and hopefully get to shadow 

a therapist! 

Hi Fiona, thanks for replying. No its an access course for health and science, although I am doing very well in all the 

science units, the sociology grades are at merits. please what do you mean by 'l grade' ? 

Hello. How are placements arranged, are we expected to do this independently? 

Downs right excellent are looking for volunteers 

I have breadth of experience in delivering indirect speech and language therapy for over three years now. 

Hello, I was wondering if I'll be offered an interview even though my GSCE results stand pending. I also I'm a BSc 

psychology graduate for the Open university. 

Hi -We can accept your application if your GCSEs are pending-however and offer given would be conditional on you 

getting an A-C in your Math's and English. Your Degree need to also be a 2:2 an above in order to apply. 

For the research project do we choose it depending on the clinical stuff we do or do we choose them ourselves. Also 

can you please give us a few ideas on the types of research that has been done previously 

Hi , the academic staff present their current/new research projects and you make a preference for which 

project you would like to take part it. You submit your top three preferences and then we are allocated to a 

research project. 
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Do you have a lot of mature student applicants? 

For the research project do we choose it depending on the clinical stuff we do or do we choose them ourselves. Also 

can you please give us a few ideas on the types of research that has been done previously 

Hi, sorry, to answer the last part of your question, there have been research projects on deafness and language 

development, literacy development, aphasia intervention,just to name a few! There are lots of researchers doing 

different projects in both paediatric and adult settings. 

Hi all. I received a conditional offer from city but I don't think I will be anywhere near the grades they want me to get. 

However, I am a mature student with relevant work experience directly related to speech and language therapy field. 

So my question is, do you think its possible for me to be offered a place based on experience, during clearing? 

You are in a buyer's market- for both for the MSc and BSc courses, and the grades that are requested are a guide only. 

In other words, the University may accept lower grades if there are fewer than expected applicants for any reason. We 

know, for example, that London is an relatively expensive place to be student. Your writing skills and experience will 

indeed be taken into account when considering you application. Don't give up! On the other side of the equation, we 

would like to avoid giving places to applicants who struggle with the academic elements of the course. We want our 

students to flourish and excel in their chosen field .. 

Hello, with the placements, would we need to attend an interview for each workplace? 

Do you have a lot of mature student applicants? 

Hi, in my year I would say there is a rough SO/SO split between mature students and people who have come straight 

from sixth form or college. It will differ from cohort to cohort but there is definitely a large intake of mature students 

for Speech and Language Therapy. Being a mature student shouldn't deter you from coming to university! :) 

Hello, with the placements, would we need to attend an interview for each workplace? 

Hi Maryam, we are not required to interview for placements. 

There are 10 minutes left of this chat session. Please ask any further questions you have now. 

Hi are placements organised by uni 

Also are there portfolios that need to be completed every year 

Hi are placements organised by uni 

Hi , the Clinical Placement team at City allocate all of our placements and they try to ensure that we gain clinical 

experience with a range of client groups. Before every placement we complete a clinical data preferences form in 

which we provide information on our previous experience and placement and any personal circumstances which are 

relevant. 

Are we expected to have previous work experience in the field, and thank you for your time 



I have lots of experience with Makaton and BSL from previous jobs, would this be useful to the course? 

Also are there portfolios that need to be completed every year 

Hi , currently in my third year there are three portfolio tasks that we need to complete - two of them are 

written, and one is a oral presentation.:) 

Are we expected to have previous work experience in the field, and thank you for your time 

Work experience is very helpful. Any volunteer work, even for a few days, will show your interest and give you a 

relevant experience to reflect on in lectures. 

Is the transition from sixth form to university a difficult one? 

Prior to starting a placement, do you receive a profile/information about the place you will be working at? 

If i am interested to work with children after finishing my SL T course, do i have to take any addition postgraduate to be 

able to practice ? 

BSc (Hons) Speech and Language Therapy at City, 

University of London 

BSc (Hons) 
Speech and 
Language 
Therapy 

Staff and students at City's School of Health 

Sciences showcase the School's brand-new, 

purpose-built clinics. These state-of-the-art 

facilities provide a comprehensive range of 

services and educational resources in vision and 

language sciences for our students, researchers 

and patients. 

https://youtu. be/G346Wya F-ro 



6 City, University of London School of Health 

Sciences tour 

Campus Tour of School of Health Sciences 

https://youtu. be/rPyLAtDTC4E 

City, University of London: Undergraduate 

Accommodation 

https://youtu. be/iT36saZzpxw 

I have lots of experience with Makaton and BSL from previous jobs, would this be useful to the course? 

Hi , Makaton and BSL will definitely be useful on the course as this is often used in early year/school placements. This 

will also be a great asset in your future career if you decide to become a Speech and Language Therapist. 

There are 5 minutes left of this chat session. Please ask any further questions you have now. 

If i am interested to work with children after finishing my SL T course, do i have to take any addition postgraduate to 

be able to practice ? 

The course allows you to join the HCPC register and become a SL T working with all client groups. 

Is the transition from sixth form to university a difficult one? 

The transition is a very exciting time in your life. It can be challenging though. But many students are in the same boat. 

The university has a lot of support services. We have a mental health team, neuro-diversity team (that support 

students with conditions like dyslexia), and career advises. There are also lots of opportunities to find part-time work 

at the university. 



• 

Am I right in saying assessments are a mixture of exams and coursework/ research projects? 

Prior to starting a placement, do you receive a profile/information about the place you will be working at? 

Hi, the placement coordination team inform you beforehand of the placement setting. You will also be able to 

contact the practice educator before starting, who will be able to tell you more information about what to expect. 

Great question! 

Is the transition from sixth form to university a difficult one? 

We have an online chat in April focusing on the transition from sixth form to university: 

https://meetandengage.com/cityuniversityoflondon#event-t7c5r4r5 

CityChat Undergraduate 

Welcome to CityChat, City, University of London's chat page; where you can chat live to our teams to find out more 

about undergraduate study with us. Our commitment to academic excellence, focus on business and the 

professions, and central London location, are just some of the reasons for studying at City. 

Am I right in saying assessments are a mixture of exams and coursework/ research projects? 

Yes, there is a mixture. 

My understanding was that for the bsc course you would hear back within a week following interview. I have not 

heard back yet after my interview. Please could you tell me when I will hear back about whether I have been 

successful or not? 

Hi, thank for your message. I will make a note and look into this for you. 

My understanding was that for the bsc course you would hear back within a week following interview. 1 have not heard 

back yet after my interview. Please could you tell me when I will hear back about whether I have been successful or 

not? 

is it possible to have a job & study SL Tat the same time? 

Thank you Rebecca 

Hi Fiona, thanks for replying. No its an access course for health and science, although I am doing very well in all the 

science units, the sociology grades are at merits. please what do you mean by 'l grade'? 

Sorry for the delay, I was replying to someone else. For access course we require 60 credits, 45 at level 3 - of which 33 

should be at Distinction level. Other elements of your application are also taken into consideration including your 

writing skills, knowledge about the field and evidence of your motivation. If your application suggests that you are at 

or close to our academic targets, these other elements would be assessed at interview. 






